Exam Details

We will supply:
- The exam
- A periodic table
- Scratch paper

You must bring:
- The f-1712 scantron form (ParSCORE) available at Bay Tree Book Store
- #2 pencils (more than one is advised)
- A calculator
- Your own formula sheet consisting of a single 8.5” x 11” page with formulas, hints, etc. that you feel may help with your exam. You may use both sides of the page. All entries on your sheet must be hand written. No photocopying, photo reduction or computer generated text or graphics. You may not attach extra pieces of paper or sticky notes to the formula sheet. Any violation of these guidelines will be considered cheating, resulting in a zero on the exam.
- Your student ID card

When you come to class on exam day, please place your backpack fully beneath your seat or at the front of the room. It must be completely closed and out of the walkway in front of your seat.

You may not use earplugs or headphones. Any device with internet connectivity is prohibited and must be stored in your backpack.

Please note that if your calculator fails, or if you run out of pencils, we cannot supply replacements. Be as prepared as possible.

Also note that the instructors cannot answer questions about the exam outside of the classroom.